␤-Amyloid precursor protein (␤PP) can reside at neuron and glial cell surfaces or undergo proteolytic processing into secreted fragments. Although ␤PP has been studied extensively, its precise physiological role is unknown. A line of transgenic knock-out mice selectively deficient in ␤PP survive and breed but exhibit motor dysfunction and brain gliosis, consistent with a physiological role for ␤PP in neuron development. To elucidate these functions, we cultured hippocampal neurons from wild-type and ␤PP-deficient mice and compared their ability to attach, survive, and develop neurites. We found that hippocampal neurons from ␤PP-deficient mice had diminished viability and retarded neurite development. We also compared the effects of ␤PP secretory products, released from wild-type astrocytes, on process outgrowth from wild-type and ␤PP-deficient hippocampal neurons. Outgrowth was enhanced at 1 d in the presence of wild-type astrocytes, as compared with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes. However, by 3 d, neurons had shorter axons but more minor processes with more branching when cocultured with wild-type astrocytes, as compared with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes. Our data demonstrate that cell-associated neuronal ␤PP contributes to neuron viability, axonogenesis, and arborization and that ␤PP secretory products modulate axon growth, dendrite branching, and dendrite numbers.
␤-Amyloid precursor protein (␤PP) is a type I integral membrane protein that shares homology with glycosylated membrane receptors (Kang et al., 1987) and is present on the surface of neuronal and glial cells (Shivers et al., 1988; Breen et al., 1991; Yamazaki et al., 1997) . ␤PP also can be processed proteolytically by a number of enzymes referred to as "secretases" into soluble ␤PP fragments including ␤PP s , the large N-terminal secreted fragment, and A␤, the major protein component of senile plaques in Alzheimer's disease (for review, see Selkoe, 1994) . Because A␤ deposition may be central to Alzheimer's disease pathogenesis, much research has focused on the generation of this small peptide from its f ull-length precursor. ␤PP is expressed abundantly by embryonic neurons and astrocytes (Ferreira et al., 1993; Yamazaki et al., 1995) . Although ␤PP is expressed normally in the C NS throughout life and has been studied for years, the precise f unctions of f ull-length cell-associated ␤PP and its secreted fragments are still unclear. ␤PP has been implicated in cell adhesion (Schubert et al., 1989) , cell growth , neurite outgrowth (Milward et al., 1992; Qiu et al., 1995) , and neuroprotection (Goodman and Mattson, 1994) . One means of evaluating the role of ␤PP is by studying neuronal cells derived from ␤PP-deficient mice (Zheng et al., 1995) and comparing them with wild-type neuronal cells. Some of the phenotypic abnormalities associated with ␤PP-deficient mice (i.e., reactive gliosis in hippocampus and neocortex plus a reduced forelimb grip strength and altered locomotion) imply that ␤PP is important for normal CNS function. Furthermore, neuronal cells with diminished ␤PP expression, whether transfected with antisense ␤PP (LeBlanc et al., 1992) or treated with antisense oligonucleotides (Majocha et al., 1994; Allinquant et al., 1995) , have altered process growth indicating that ␤PP is important to neuron development.
Although A␤ can be neurotrophic (Whitson et al., 1989; Yankner et al., 1990) , fibrillar A␤ is toxic to neurons in vitro and may cause neuron loss in the brains of Alzheimer's patients (for review, see Yankner, 1996) . Because ␤PP is the precursor to A␤, knowledge of the normal role of ␤PP in the nervous system may clarify our understanding of ␤PP-associated pathology found in Alzheimer's disease and help to direct potential therapeutic strategies. To this end, hippocampal neurons from wild-type and ␤PP-deficient mice were evaluated for differences in cell attachment, survival, and neurite outgrowth in cocultures with astrocytes from wild-type and ␤PP-deficient mice. The use of astrocytes from wild-type and ␤PP-deficient mice provided a unique means for measuring differences in neuron development associated with secreted factors released into the astrocyte conditioned media. Our results show the importance of both cell-associated ␤PP and secreted ␤PP products on neurite differentiation, with implications for normal brain development.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Transgenic k nock-out mice. ␤PP-deficient knock-out mice, generated in the C57BL6/129 hybrid background, have been described (Z heng et al., 1995) . Homozygous ␤PP-deficient mice survive and breed but have motor dysf unction and develop brain gliosis, as compared with wild-type control mice generated in the same C57BL6/129 hybrid background. Mice used in these studies were handled in accordance with the United States Public Health Policy in Humane C are and Use of Laboratory Animals and National Institutes of Health guidelines.
Primar y astroc yte cultures. Glial cultures enriched in type 1 astrocytes (Ͼ95%) were prepared as described (Tawil et al., 1993) after dissection, using the protocol of Banker and Goslin (1991) . Postnatal day 1 cortical tissues from wild-type and ␤PP-deficient mice were dissected free of choroid plexus and meninges and dissociated after trypsinization (trypsin -EDTA; Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD) and trituration. Astrocytes grown in 75 mm tissue culture flasks with minimal essential medium (M EM), 10% horse serum, and 0.6% glucose (glia-M EM) at 37°C with 5% C O 2 were confluent by 10 d. The use of a rotary shaker eliminated other cell types. Astrocytes were plated onto 60 mm plastic Petri dishes to form supportive monolayers.
Primar y hippocampal cultures. Hippocampi were dissected from embryonic day 16 (E16) mice and prepared as described (Banker and Goslin, 1991) . Briefly, dissected hippocampi were suspended in trypsin -EDTA for 15 min at 37°C, washed three times with calcium-and magnesium-free HBSS and triturated with a fire-polished glass pipette to dissociate cells. Hippocampal cells cultured with serum-free Neurobasal medium with B27 supplement (Life Technologies) were grown in six-well tissue culture plates or on 12 mm glass coverslips (C arolina Biological Supply, Burlington, NC) that were pretreated with poly-L-lysine hydrobromide (1 mg /ml; Sigma, St. L ouis, MO) in 0.1 M borate buffer, pH 8.5. Hippocampal cultures in B27-supplemented defined media were plated at high cell density (68,000 -102,000 cells/ well in six-well plates or 200,000 -300,000 cells/60 mm Petri dish on coverslips). Low-density hippocampal cultures for morphometric analyses were plated at 100,000 cells/60 mm Petri dish onto poly-L-lysine-treated coverslips with paraffin dots on the plating surfaces. C ells were allowed to attach for 3-5 hr in M EM /10% horse serum /0.6% glucose at 37°C with 5% C O 2 . Then cells plated at low density on coverslips were transferred to astrocyte monolayers in serumfree N2-supplemented M EM (Bottenstein and Sato, 1979) containing ovalbumin (0.1%) and pyruvate (0.01 mg /ml) with neurons facing, but not in direct contact with, astrocytes.
Immunoc ytochemistr y, antibodies, neuron attachment, and neuron survival. For immunocytochemistry, cultures were fixed for 20 min with prewarmed 4% paraformaldehyde/4% sucrose in PBS, washed three times with PBS, and preincubated with 10% bovine serum albumin in PBS. Primary antibodies included a monoclonal antibody raised against a class III ␤-tubulin (clone T uJ1; Frankf urter et al., 1986 ) and the anti-␣-tubulin monoclonal antibody (clone DM1A; Sigma). Secondary antibodies included anti-mouse IgG-FI TC for fluorescence microscopy (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA) and anti-mouse IgG-HRP (Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL) for bright-field microscopy. To determine initial relative numbers of neurons, we performed T uJ1 (1:250; Ferreira and C aceres, 1992) labeling of low-density hippocampal cultures in three experiments. Total cell counts by phase-contrast analysis were compared with T uJ1-stained neurons via fluorescence microscopy. The ratio of T uJ1-positive cells to total cell number was determined at time 0 (3-5 hr after plating) in 30 random 0.25 ϫ 0.25 mm square microscopic fields per condition.
Neuron survival was assessed by two different measures. For highdensity neuronal cultures grown in B27-supplemented medium, cells in six-well plastic tissue culture plates were immunolabeled with DM1A (1:250) and HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (1:250), followed by 3,3Ј-diaminobenzidine reaction. Uniform grids were scratched onto the plastic with a "pin rake" (T yler Research Instruments, Edmonton, Alberta, C anada). Neurite-bearing cells were counted in 50 random 0.25 mm 2 grids, using an inverted phase microscope. For low-density neurons in coculture experiments, viability was assessed directly, as reported previously (C anoll et al., 1996) , by counting the numbers of live neurons in cultures, using the Live/ Dead Viability/C ytotoxicity K it according to the manufacturer (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). Intact (live) cells stained green with calcein-AM, whereas dead cells stained red by ethidium dimer intercalation into DNA of cells with compromised plasma membranes. Total cell counts were obtained via phase-contrast illumination. Total cell numbers and live neuron counts were obtained for 50 nonoverlapping microscopic fields for each coculture condition in three independent experiments.
Normal hippocampal neuron development in astroc yte coculture. Cocultured hippocampal neurons derived from rats (C aceres et al., 1984) or mice (Chin et al., 1995) recapitulate some of their in vivo differentiation by establishing axonal and dendritic polarity in vitro. By 1 d in vitro, neurons at "stage 3" (Dotti et al., 1988 ) have a recognizable axon, which by definition is the single longest neurite extending from the cell body. Because the nonaxonal dendritic minor processes do not compartmentalize M AP2 protein until ϳ3-5 d in vitro (C aceres et al., 1984) , they are referred to as "minor processes."
Quantitative morphometr y. Neurons plated at low density were fixed and stained with DM1A (see above). Forty neurons per coculture condition were evaluated at 1 and at 3 d after plating. Isolated stage 3 neurons with a distinct axon were selected at random from nonoverlapping fields, and the cell body and all processes were traced from an inverted phase microscope image projected onto a monitor via video camera. Quantitative measurements were obtained with a digitizing pad, as previously described (Brandt and Lee, 1993) . Neurons were evaluated for axon outgrowth, minor process outgrowth, axon and minor process branching, minor process numbers, and cell body diameters. A xon outgrowth refers to the single longest neurite extending from the neuronal cell body plus the sum of the lengths of all small processes that emanate laterally from that single longest process. Each neuron analyzed had a single axon. Minor process outgrowth consists of the sum of the lengths of all nonaxonal processes emanating directly from the cell body, including the sum of the lengths of all small lateral processes arising from those minor processes. Total outgrowth is the sum of axonal and minor process outgrowth. Branches refers to the small processes that emanate laterally from the axon (axon branches) or minor processes (minor process branches) of each neuron. Minor process number refers to the total number of processes emanating directly from the neuronal cell body, minus one. Cell body diameters represent of the average of three diameter measures across each neural cell body.
Statistical anal yses. All data were analyzed with the Instat program (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA), using Student's t tests when two sets of data were compared or ANOVA for comparisons of the four neuron /astrocyte coculture conditions. Post hoc analyses of significant ANOVA data were analyzed by the T ukey -Kramer method. All data are averages Ϯ SEM.
RESULTS

Neurons lacking ␤PP expression attach efficiently to poly-L-lysine-treated substrates but have diminished viability in vitro
The relative numbers of neurons from wild-type and ␤PP-deficient mice hippocampal dissections were evaluated at 3-5 hr after plating. Fixed cells were immunolabeled for neuronal class III-␤-tubulin with antibody TuJ1 (described above), and both total cell number and neurons were counted. At this time point, equal numbers of neurons were stained in low-density cultures from both wild-type (10.3 Ϯ 0.46 neurons/0.25 ϫ 0.25 mm square field) or ␤PP-deficient (11.6 Ϯ 0.49 neurons/0.25 ϫ 0.25 mm square field) hippocampal dissections that contained 85-95% neurons. Having determined that plating of neurons was equivalent and that both wild-type and ␤PP-deficient neurons attached equally well, we next assessed neuron survival.
Neuron survival was assessed initially for high cell density cultures grown on poly-L-lysine-treated tissue culture plastic in B27-supplemented Neurobasal medium. Process outgrowth from both wild-type and ␤PP-deficient neurons was slower to develop in this medium; therefore, neuron counts were performed at 3 d when axons were clearly developed. At 3 d, for high-density cultures plated at two-to threefold higher cell density than the low-density cultures described above, we observed more surviving neurons in wild-type cultures (22 Ϯ 0.69 neurons/0.25 ϫ 0.25 mm square field) than in ␤PP-deficient cultures (16.1 Ϯ 0.71 neurons/0.25 ϫ 0.25 mm square field). This cell loss was 27% greater for ␤PP-deficient neurons (t ϭ 5.9; p Ͻ 0.0001) than for wild-type neurons, although cultures were plated at the same density from pools with equivalent numbers of neurons.
Because neurite development was slower for neurons in the B27-supplemented medium, as compared with neurons cocultured with astrocytes (Dotti, 1988) , we chose to use cocultures for subsequent experiments. Wild-type and ␤PP-deficient hippocampal neurons on coverslips were cocultured above astrocytes derived from wild-type and ␤PP-deficient mice. This produced the following four conditions: (1) wild-type neurons with wild-type astrocytes (WT/WT), (2) ␤PP-deficient knock-out neurons with wild-type astrocytes (KO/WT), (3) wild-type neurons with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes (WT/KO), and (4) ␤PP-deficient neurons with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes (KO/KO).
Neuron survival, which was less for ␤PP-deficient cultures at high cell density in B27-supplemented media, again was evaluated for low-density hippocampal neurons in astrocyte cocultures. At 3 d, wild-type hippocampal cocultures had more viable neurons ( Fig. 1 A,C) than ␤PP-deficient hippocampal cocultures ( Fig.  1 B,C) . In these low-density cultures wild-type neurons survived similarly when cocultured with wild-type (8.1 Ϯ 0.43 neurons/ 0.25 ϫ 0.25 mm square field, Fig. 1 A,C) or ␤PP-deficient astrocytes (7.5 Ϯ 0.51 neurons/0.25 ϫ 0.25 mm square field, Fig. 1C ). However, ␤PP-deficient neurons had equally diminished viability in coculture with wild-type (6.36 Ϯ 0.31 neurons/0.25 ϫ 0.25 mm square field, Fig. 1 B) and ␤PP-deficient astrocytes (6.39 Ϯ 0.34 neurons/0.25 ϫ 0.25 mm square field, Fig. 1C ), comparable to the loss observed in high-density cultures with B27-supplemented medium.
We also measured neuronal cell bodies to assess potential effects of ␤PP expression on cell body attachment and spreading. Average cell body diameters were measured for 40 neurons per coculture condition in three independent experiments. Although variability was observed in all conditions, the somatic diameters were not significantly different at Wild-type hippocampal neurons have enhanced axon development and enhanced branching when cocultured with wild-type astrocytes for 1 d
All neurons measured at 1 d had an axon and several minor processes (for detailed descriptions of axonal and minor process outgrowth and branching, refer to Quantitative Morphometry in Materials and Methods). Wild-type neurons cocultured with wildtype astrocytes (Fig. 2 A) had greater total outgrowth (Fig. 3A) , as compared with neurons in the other three coculture conditions at 1 d. This enhanced outgrowth resulted from significantly longer axons at this time (Fig. 3A) . In addition, wild-type neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes (Fig. 2 A) had more branch- ing of axons and minor processes than did neurons in the other three coculture conditions (Figs. 2, 3B ). When wild-type hippocampal neurons were cocultured with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes (Fig. 2C) , they had significantly shorter axons (Fig. 3A) with less axon branching (Fig. 3B) , as compared with wild-type neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes. Although minor process outgrowth (Fig. 3A) and axon and minor process branching (Fig.  3B) were greater for wild-type neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes, these neurons actually had the least number of minor processes at 1 d (Fig. 3C) .
␤PP-deficient neurons cocultured with wild-type (Fig. 2 B) or ␤PP-deficient astrocytes (Fig. 2 D) had diminished total out- . ␤PP-related effects on neuron morphology for hippocampal neurons cocultured with wild-type and ␤PP-deficient astrocytes for 1 d. A, Axon, minor process, and total outgrowth were greatest for wild-type neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes (WT/WT ). Significantly less axon growth was apparent for ␤PP-deficient knock-out neurons in both astrocyte conditions and for wild-type neurons cocultured with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes. B, Branching of axons and minor processes was more pronounced for neurons in WT/WT cultures. C, ␤PP-deficient neurons, which lack cell-surface ␤PP, had significantly more minor processes when cocultured with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes, which do not secrete . ␤PP-related effects on hippocampal neurons grown in coculture with wild-type and ␤PP-deficient astrocytes for 3 d. A, Axon outgrowth was significantly less for neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes, which secrete ␤PP s and A␤. Minor process outgrowth was not significantly different for the four coculture conditions. Total outgrowth, which paralleled axon outgrowth, was greater in the absence of ␤PP secretory products. B, Wild-type neurons, which express cell-surface ␤PP, had more axon branching than ␤PP-deficient neurons in both coculture conditions. Minor process branching was enhanced for neurons grown with wild-type astrocytes, which secrete ␤PP s and A␤. Total branching was enhanced for wild-type neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes (W T/W T ). C, More minor processes were produced by neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes, which secrete ␤PP s and A␤. WT/WT, Wild-type neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes; KO/W T, ␤PP-deficient knock-out neurons with wild-type astrocytes; WT/KO, wild-type neurons with ␤PP-deficient knock-out astrocytes; KO/KO, ␤PP-deficient knock-out neurons with ␤PP-deficient knock-out astrocytes; O.G., outgrowth; Br., branches. Data are averages of 40 neurons Ϯ SEM. *Significantly different from W T/ W T cocultures. Histogram legend in C applies to A-C.
growth that was associated with significantly shorter axons at 1 d (Fig. 3A) . Minor process outgrowth was similar for ␤PP-deficient neurons and wild-type neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes (Fig. 3A) ; however, ␤PP-deficient neurons cocultured with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes had significantly diminished minor process outgrowth (Fig. 3A) . It is noteworthy that a marked reduction in minor process outgrowth was observed for both wild-type and ␤PP-deficient neurons when they were cocultured with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes for 1 d (Fig. 3A) .
Axon branching was less for ␤PP-deficient neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes and somewhat reduced for ␤PP-deficient neurons cocultured with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes at 1 d (Fig. 3B) . Minor processes were affected similarly. Minor process branching for ␤PP-deficient neurons in both coculture conditions was less than that observed for wild-type neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes (Fig. 3B) . Furthermore, although ␤PP-deficient neurons cocultured with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes had significantly more minor processes at 1 d (Fig. 3C) , these minor processes were significantly shorter than those of wild-type neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes (Fig. 3A) .
Hippocampal neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes for 3 d have shorter axons but enhanced minor process outgrowth
By 3 d in culture wild-type neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes (Fig. 4 A) and wild-type neurons cocultured with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes (Fig. 4C) had grown considerably. However, the distribution of outgrowth was markedly different, depending on the astrocytes used for coculture. Interestingly, axon outgrowth from wild-type neurons, which had been significantly greater in the presence of wild-type astrocytes at 1 d, was now greater in the presence of ␤PP-deficient astrocytes at 3 d (Fig.  5A) . Similarly, ␤PP-deficient neurons cocultured with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes also had significantly longer axons, as compared with ␤PP-deficient neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes at 3 d (Fig. 5A) . Therefore, the growth of both wild-type and ␤PP-deficient neurons with wild-type astrocytes was found to limit the growth of axons. Both wild-type and ␤PP-deficient neurons had significantly longer axons and greater total outgrowth when grown with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes for 3 d (Fig.  5A) . Although somewhat greater for ␤PP-deficient neurons than for wild-type neurons, minor process outgrowth was not significantly different for neurons in the four coculture conditions by 3 d (Fig. 5A) .
Total branching at 3 d was greatest for wild-type neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes (Fig. 4 A) than for neurons in the other three coculture conditions (Figs. 4, 5B) . A xon branching was significantly greater for wild-type neurons than for ␤PP-deficient neurons in both astrocyte coculture conditions (Fig. 5B) . Minor process branching was greater for all neurons grown in the presence of wild-type astrocytes for 3 d, with wild-type neurons having the most minor process branching of the four coculture conditions (Fig. 5B) . Growth of both wild-type and ␤PP-deficient neurons with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes produced less minor process branching. Although minor process branching had nearly doubled for neurons grown with wild-type astrocytes for 3 d, neurons cocultured with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes had markedly less minor process branching by 3 d (compare Figs. 3B and 5B). Minor process branching for wild-type neurons was increased only slightly at 3 d relative to 1 d, and minor process branching was actually decreased by 3 d for ␤PP-deficient neurons (compare Figs. 3B and 5B). Of all the measures obtained in these studies, minor process branching for ␤PP-deficient neurons cocultured with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes was the only value that did not increase between 1 and 3 d. Minor process numbers were increased significantly for neurons cocultured in the presence of wild-type astrocytes but only slightly increased for neurons grown with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes between 1 and 3 d (compare Figs. 3C  and 5C ).
DISCUSSION
Hippocampal neurons from ␤PP-deficient transgenic knock-out mice and wild-type control animals were analyzed for survival and neurite outgrowth. Neurons express abundant ␤PP, yet relatively little ␤PP is processed into secreted products by neurons (Hung et al., 1992; Wertkin et al., 1993; LeBlanc et al., 1996) , implying that a larger percentage of neuronal ␤PP remains intact. Although many biological functions have been attributed to ␤PP s Schubert et al., 1989; Mattson et al., 1993; Goodman et al., 1994; Jin et al., 1994; Mattson, 1994; Yamamoto et al., 1994) , much less is known about uncleaved ␤PP function. Full-length ␤PP is localized at hippocampal neuron cell surfaces (Yamazaki et al., 1995) and can mediate binding to other cell surfaces to enhance adhesion and neurite outgrowth (Qiu et al., 1995) . To directly evaluate a role for cell-associated ␤PP, we measured differences in neuron development attributable to cellassociated ␤PP present on wild-type neurons, but not on ␤PP-deficient neurons. In addition, we evaluated the responses of neurons to ␤PP secreted products by growing hippocampal neurons with wild-type astrocytes that release ␤PP s and A␤ (LeBlanc et al., 1996) . Our data have generated two major findings previously unreported for ␤PP: (1) that cell-associated ␤PP plays a role in neuron survival in culture and (2) that both cell-associated ␤PP and ␤PP secreted products contribute to axon and dendritic outgrowth and arborization in a complex manner.
Because ␤PP plays a role in neuronal cell adhesion (Schubert et al., 1989; LeBlanc et al., 1992; Qiu et al., 1995) , we tested ␤PP-deficient neurons for attachment and spreading. The lack of ␤PP expression by ␤PP-deficient neurons did not affect attachment or spreading on poly-L-lysine-treated substrates. This result is not surprising because neurons adhere better to poly-L-lysinetreated substrates than to tissue culture plastic, fibronectin, or laminin, even in the presence of anti-␤PP antibodies (Breen et al., 1991) . Furthermore, neurons have many alternate adhesion molecules (e.g., NCAM, L1, and Axonin-1; for review, see Fields and Itoh, 1996) that effectively mediate attachment.
Although ␤PP s has been proposed to contribute to cell survival (Yamamoto et al., 1995) , ours are the first data to show that endogenous cell-associated ␤PP contributes to neuron survival. In both B27-supplemented media and in neuron/astrocyte cocultures there was a significantly greater loss of ␤PP-deficient neurons, as compared with wild-type neurons. Moreover, ␤PP-deficient hippocampal cultures had the identical degree of neuron loss whether grown with wild-type or ␤PP-deficient astrocytes (Fig. 1C) . Culturing ␤PP-deficient neurons in the presence of wild-type astrocyte-conditioned medium (which includes ␤PP s and A␤) had no rescuing effect on the ␤PP-deficient neurons that died during the 3 d of culture. This observation strongly implicates cell-associated ␤PP in survival of the cultured neurons. Two potential modes of action for cell-associated ␤PP in neuron survival include (1) a direct promotion of neuron survival (as described below) or (2) a homophilic interaction between ␤PP s or A␤ and cell-associated ␤PP, now absent from ␤PP-deficient neurons. Thus ␤PP-deficient neurons have provided the first evidence that endogenous cell-associated ␤PP directly contributes to neuron survival.
The influence of ␤PP on the development of axonal and dendritic processes is more complex than its effects on neuronal viability described above. Our results showed that both cellular ␤PP and ␤PP secreted products contributed to all aspects of neurite outgrowth examined in this study. First, ␤PP appears to play a role in axon development. This is suggested by ␤PP-deficient neurons having markedly shorter axons at 1 d. Because ␤PP-deficient neurons grown with wild-type astrocytes ultimately developed axons equal in length to those of wild-type neurons, it appears that cell-associated ␤PP primarily contributes to the onset of axon formation. Neither minor process outgrowth nor total outgrowth was affected significantly by the absence of ␤PP from ␤PP-deficient neurons grown with wild-type astrocytes, suggesting a specific effect on axon development. Although axons are shorter at 1 d in the absence of neuronal ␤PP expression, the manner in which this occurs is undetermined. Perhaps in the absence of cell-associated ␤PP, neurons have difficulty determining which process will become the axon.
Second, cell-associated ␤PP also contributes to arborization and process formation. Wild-type neurons always had more branching and ultimately had more minor processes than did ␤PP-deficient hippocampal neurons. Again, the most pronounced effect for cell-associated ␤PP on branching was observed for axons. Because ␤PP-deficient neurons had axons that were initially shorter and always less branched, the data suggest that cell-associated ␤PP contributes to normal axon formation. Dendritic (i.e., minor process) branching also was affected by the absence of ␤PP. The finding that all processes branched less when neurons lacked ␤PP suggests that axon /dendritic connectivity may be abnormal in the ␤PP-deficient mice and may underlie the diminished motor f unctions observed in these animals (Zheng et al., 1995) . Indeed, ␤PP is abundantly expressed by motor neurons during normal mouse development (Salbaum and Ruddle, 1994) .
Taken together, cell-associated neuronal ␤PP appears to function both in neuronal survival and neurite outgrowth. The mechanisms by which ␤PP promotes these effects are unclear. Nonetheless, it is interesting to hypothesize that cell-surface ␤PP specifically mediates these effects. C ell-surface ␤PP appears to use the region between amino acids 444 -592 (␤PP 695 numbering) for cell adhesion, neurite outgrowth (Qiu et al., 1995) , and protection against excitotoxicity (Mattson, 1994) . C ell-surface ␤PP may transduce signals important for neuron growth and survival by an interaction of its C terminus with the heterotrimeric G 0 -protein (Okamoto, 1995) . ␤PP also may provide a molecular link between the neuronal cytoskeleton and the extracellular environment and thereby contribute to neurite outgrowth and pathfinding. The recent observation of colocalization of cell-surface ␤PP with integrins in neural cells (Storey et al., 1996; Yamazaki et al., 1997 ) is consistent with this hypothesis. Although ␤PP expression may be most important for particular subsets of neurons (Salbaum and Ruddle, 1994) or during specific neurodevelopmental stages, its significance is substantiated nonetheless by the finding that ␤PP-deficient neurons survived less well in culture. Therefore, our results confirm the importance of ␤PP to neuron f unction and provide compelling evidence that cell-associated, possibly cell-surface ␤PP mediates neuron survival.
The effects of ␤PP secretory products were determined by growing hippocampal neurons with astrocytes from wild-type and ␤PP-deficient mice. Although an earlier study suggested that neural cells secreted little ␤PP s (Haass et al., 1991) , a recent report shows that up to 40% of total astrocytic ␤PP is processed into ␤PP s but very little into A␤ (LeBlanc et al., 1996) . By 3 d in vitro, wild-type and ␤PP-deficient neurons cocultured with wildtype astrocytes had significantly shorter axons than neurons cocultured with ␤PP-deficient astrocytes. It is noteworthy that both wild-type and ␤PP-deficient hippocampal neurons showed the identical axonal response to both wild-type and ␤PP-deficient astrocyte conditioned media. Unlike the diminution of axon outgrowth, the number of minor processes and the number of branch points were significantly greater for neurons cultured with wildtype astrocytes. These results suggest that soluble factors present in wild-type astrocyte conditioned medium modulate axon growth and process branching. Neurite growth can be affected by both ␤PP s (Mattson, 1994) and A␤ (Koo et al., 1993) . Dendritic growth and branching in our studies are similar to the effect described by Mattson, using exogenous ␤PP s (1994); however, we did not assess the effect of ␤PP s or A␤ on neurite development directly. In addition, other secreted factors besides ␤PP s or A␤ may have been present or absent from ␤PP-deficient astrocyte conditioned medium. Alternately, a complexing of ␤PP s with other cell-surface proteins as described for heparan sulfate proteoglycan (Small et al., 1994) or A␤ interacting with neuronal adhesion molecules (Sabo et al., 1995) also may have contributed to the growth differences observed for neurons cocultured with wild-type astrocytes. Further analysis is required to define the mechanism underlying our observations. In summary, the data indicate that both cell-associated ␤PP and secreted ␤PP products appear to be important for normal neuronal development. Cell-associated ␤PP, possibly cell-surface ␤PP, enhances neuron survival, the timely initiation of axon growth, and axon arborization. ␤PP secreted products contribute to axonal and dendritic growth in a manner that modulates neuronal polarity and appears to limit the growth of axons at the same time dendritic growth is enhanced and may be involved in coordinating the timing of connections in the developing CNS. Future analyses with this rodent model should help to elucidate the complex role of ␤PP in both the developing and mature CNS.
